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1 Introduction

Motivation of the research In this paper, we address a re-
formulation of the scheme usingminimal separatorsandpo-
tential maximal cliquesfor computing tree-width and min-
imum fill-in of a graph. The scheme has been developed
and established progressively in the last decade. The es-
tablishment of the scheme is significant, because tree-width
and minimum fill-in are both important graph parameters
from practical and theoretical points of view. Although the
scheme was developed originally for the two graph parame-
ters, the scheme should be able to be used to compute other
graph parameters that can be defined in terms of minimal
triangulation (actually, it is reported that the scheme works
in an indirect way for another graph parametertree-length
[6]). In this paper, we make the framework of the scheme
more flexible so that the scheme works for computing other
graph parameters that can be defined in terms of minimal
triangulation.

History of the scheme The history of the development of
the scheme is as follows. At the beginning of 1990s, sev-
eral algorithms computing tree-width and/or minimum fill-
in were reported for some graph classes oflow chordality
such as circle graphs, circular-arc graphs, cograph, chordal
bipartite graphs, weakly chordal graphs, andd-trapezoid
graphs (see, e.g. [1]). The graphs in those graph classes have
“few” minimal separators, that is, the number of the separa-
tors is polynomially bounded in the size of the graph. In fact,
for establishing the scheme,minimal triangulationplays an
important role. Before the 1990s, the importance of the in-
terplay between minimal triangulations and minimal sepa-
rators was already known [4]. In the middle of 1990s, the
relation between them was more clearly understood [5, 7],
and ultimately the crucial interplay between minimal trian-
gulations andpotential maximal cliqueswas revealed, and
key recursive formulas in terms of minimal separators and
potential maximal cliques were found. Around 2000, the
scheme was finally established as a dynamic programming
(DP) based on the recursive formulas [2], and it has been
improved little by little still now.

Our contribution The contribution of this paper is to re-
formulate the scheme so that it works not only for tree-width
and minimum fill-in but also other graph parameters. To this
end, we first define two types of graph parameters, one is
clique typeand the other isfill-in type. The former corre-
sponds to tree-width and the latter to minimum fill-in. Then,
we show that the scheme works for the graph parameters of
both clique and fill-in type. To demonstrate its flexibility,
we first give an alternative definition of tree-length, which
can be derived by looking at tree-length through the lens of
“minimal triangulation,” and introduce a new graph parame-
ter tree-length-sum. Then, as a corollary, we can see that the
scheme can also be used for computing the both tree-length
and tree-length-sum. Specifically, our contribution is: (1)
reformulation of the recursive formulas in a more flexible
setting (i.e., Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4); (2) demonstra-
tion of the flexibility of the scheme, namely we show that

the scheme can be used for computing other graph parame-
ters such as tree-length and tree-length-sum (i.e., Corollary
3.6).

2 Definitions and fundamental results

Let G be a graph andU be a subset ofV(G). G[U] denotes
the subgraph induced byU. We denote byCG(U) the set
of connected components ofG − U, and byGU the graph
obtained fromG by completingU, i.e. by adding an edge
between every pair of non-adjacent vertices ofU. MC(G)
denotes the set of maximal cliques ofG. For x, y ∈ V(G),
distG(x, y) denotes the distance betweenu andv in G. We
denote byfill (S) the number of non-edges ofS. For U, a
componentC ∈ CG(U) is a full component associated with
U if every vertex inU is adjacent to some vertex inC.

A subsetS ⊆ V(G) is ana,b-separatorof G for two non-
adjacent verticesa,b ∈ V(G) if the removal ofS from G
separatesa and b in different connected components. An
a,b-separatorS is minimalif no proper subset ofS separates
a and b. S is a minimal separatorof G if there are two
verticesa andb in different connected components ofG−S.
We denote by∆G the set of all minimal separators ofG.

Let S be a minimal separator ofG. ForC ∈ CG(S), we say
that (S,C) = S ∪ C is ablock associated with S(or simply
block of S). A block (S,C) is full if C is a full component
associated withS. The graphR(S,C) = (S ∪ V(C), fill (S) ∪
E(G[S∪V(C)])) is called therealizationof the block (S,C).

A graph is chordal if every cycle of length greater than or
equal to four has a chord. Atriangulationof G is a chordal
graphH = (V,E∪F) such thatE∩F = ∅, andF is called the
fill-in edgesof H. We denoteF by FEG(H). H is aminimal
triangulation ofG if no proper subgraph ofH is a triangula-
tion of G. MT(G) denotes the set of minimal triangulations
of G.

A vertex setΩ of G is called apotential maximal clique
if there is a minimal triangulationH of G such thatΩ is a
maximal clique ofH.

The tree-widthof G, denoted bytw(G), is the minimum,
over all triangulationsH of G, of ω(H) − 1, whereω(H) is
the maximum clique size ofH. Theminimum fill-inof G,
denoted bymfi(G), is the smallest value of|E(H) − E(G)|,
where the minimum is taken over all triangulationsH of G.
The tree-lengthof G, denoted bytl(G), is the smallest inte-
gerk for whichG has atree decomposition(see e.g. [5] for
the definition of tree decomposition) such that the distance
in G between any pair of vertices that appear in the same bag
of the tree decomposition is at mostk (see e.g. [3]).

We introduce a new graph parameter fill-in distance, and
we show that the new graph parameter coincides with the
tree-length.

Definition (fill-in distance)Fill-in distanceof G, denoted
by fid(G), is defined as the minimum numberk for which
there exists a triangulationH of G such thatdistG(u, v) ≤ k
for every edge{u, v} in H.

Observation 1 tl(G) = fid(G).

The graph parameter fill-in distance (i.e. tree-length) can
be viewed as “bottleneck version”. We now introduce a
“total-sum version” of fill-in distance, which we calltree-
length-sum.

Definition (tree-length-sum)Tree-length-sumof G, de-
noted bytls(G), is defined as the minimum numberk for
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which there exists a triangulationH of G such thatk =∑
e∈E(H) distG(e).

3 Reformulation of the recursive formulas

Definition (clique type and fill-in type)
Let G be a graph. A graph parameterfc with a functiongc
is of clique typeif fc can be described as

fc(G) = min
H∈MT(G)

max
M∈MC(H)

gc(M),

wheregc is a function from 2V(G) to R+ and can be computed
in polynomial time in the size ofG.

A graph parameterf f with a functiongf is of fill-in type
if f f can be described as

f f (G) = min
H∈MT(G)

∑
e∈FEG(H)

gf (e),

wheregf is a functionV(G) × V(G) to R+ and can be com-
puted in polynomial time in the size ofG.

For convenience, for a graphG and a setU ⊆ V(G),
we denote byfillG(U,gf ) the value of

∑
{xy:x,y∈U}\E(G)

gf (xy).

Clearly, tree-width and minimum fill-in can be handled in
the two types of graph parameters: settinggc(M) as|M| − 1
for each cliqueM andgf (e) as 1 for each edgee, we have
fc(G) = tw(G) and f f (G) = mfi(G), respectively. Fur-
thermore, tree-length and tree-length-sum can be also han-
dled in the two types of graph parameters: settinggc(M)
as maxx,y∈M distG(x, y) for each cliqueM and gf (xy) as
distG(x, y) for each edgexy, we have fc(G) = tl(G) and
f f (G) = tls(G), respectively. (We just mention here that
fid(G) = min

H∈MT(G)
max

e∈FEG(H)
distG(e).)

The scheme for computing tree-width and minimum fill-
in is based on the following two theorems.

Theorem 3.1 [5] Let G be a non-complete graph. Then,

tw(G) = min
S∈∆G

max
C∈C(S)

tw(R(S,C)),

mfi(G) = min
S∈∆G

fill (S) +
∑

C∈C(S)

mfi(R(S,C))

 .
Theorem 3.2 [2] Let (S,C) be a full block of a graph G.
Then,

tw(R(S,C)) = min
S⊂Ω⊆(S,C)

max(|Ω| − 1, tw(R(Si ,Ci))),

mfi(R(S,V)) = min
S⊂Ω⊆(S,C)

(
fill (Ω) − fill (S) +

∑
mfi(R(Si ,Ci))

)
,

where(Si ,Ci) are the blocks associated withΩ in R(S,C).

In this paper, we prove that the above two theorems can be
extended into a more flexible setting. That is, the above two
theorems can be reformulated as the next two theorems.

Theorem 3.3 (Corresponding to Theorem 3.1) Let G be a
non-complete graph, fc a graph parameter of clique type,
and ff with gf a graph parameter of fill-in type. Then,

fc(G) = min
S∈∆G

max
C∈C(S)

fc(R(S,C)),

f f (G) = min
S∈∆G

(fillG(S, gf ) +
∑

C

f f (R(S,C))),

where the summation is over all connected components C of
G[V\S].

Theorem 3.4 (Corresponding to Theorem 3.2) Let G be a
graph,(S,C) be a full block of G,Ω be a potential maximal
clique in(S,C) of G, and(S,C : Ω) be the blocks associated
with Ω in (S,C). Let fc with gc and ff with gf be graph
parameters of clique type and fill-in type, respectively. Then,

fc(R(S,C)) = min
S⊂Ω⊆(S,C)

max
(
gc(Ω), max

(Si ,Ci )∈(S,C:Ω)
fc(R(Si ,Ci))

)
,

f f (R(S,C)) = min
S⊂Ω⊆(S,C)

(
fillG(Ω, gf ) − fillG(S,gf )

+
∑

(Si ,Ci )∈(S,C:Ω)

f f (R(Si ,Ci))

)
.

It is known that given a graphG and the list of all its po-
tential maximal cliques, the tree-width and the minimum
fill-in of G can be computed in polynomial time in the size
of the inputsG and the list by standard dynamic program-
ming based on Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 (see e.g. [2]).
Therefore, we can have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5 Given a graph G and the list of all its poten-
tial maximal cliques, graph parameters of clique type and
graph parameters of fill-in type both can be computed in
polynomial time in the size of the inputs G and the list by
standard dynamic programming based on Theorem 3.3 and
Theorem 3.4.

Corollary 3.6 The graph parameters tree-length and tree-
length-sum can be computed by the new scheme.
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